
voxelisation

The voxelisation algorithm used is based on that in [1]. Initially every spring in the node mesh, excluding
filopodia springs, is labelled as either right or left and horizontal or vertical. Regardless of whether
this orientation changes during mesh stretching these definitions of springs remain, giving a permanent
description of which node is connected to which. We use the following notation for the four connected
nodes of a given node N, Nrh, Nlh, Nrv, Nlv, see Fig. S2(A).

Each mesh square is divided into two triangles. We define the corners of the two triangles as follows:
given a node N , the upper triangle is defined by the points N, Nrh, Nrh−rv and the lower triangle by
N, Nrv, Nrv−rh, see Fig. S2(B). For every grid site in the range of the triangles vertices, a two stage
test is performed to see if the triangle intersects that grid site cube. For efficiency, as surface agents are
only created to complete the mesh into a surface without holes, this is only performed if the grid site is
currently not occupied by a memAgent from the same cell.

The first stage of the cubic-grid site and triangle intersection test checks whether any of the triangle
lines intersect any of the cube face planes. To do this, the equation of the plane for each cube face is
found and the point of intersection with each triangle line is calculated. If this point lies within the line
segment, and the face plane bounded by the cube vertices, then the triangle is said to intersect that grid
site and a new surface memAgent is created within it. If no line-face plane intersection can be found
then the second stage of the test checks whether any diagonals within the cubic grid site intersect the
plane of the triangle. For this the equation of each diagonal is found and the equation of the plane of the
triangle. Once again the point of intersection is calculated and if it lies within the triangle boundaries
and the grid site then a new surface memAgent is created in that grid site. See Figs. S3, S4 and S5.
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